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Openly available bibliographic records: 
crossing the borders

● Overcoming the nationally delineated perspective. Not a new 
phenomena: this is how our history has been written since the early 
modern period. We have to change it.

● We need a genuinely cross-European take on public discourse of 
the past (metadata work enables this), combined when possible to 
opportunity for text mining.

● But, we are nowhere near yet that this would be reality. It has to be 
accepted.



To understand public communication covering the early 
modern Europe

- Metadata work based on 
several different library 
catalogues 

- genres (poetry, 
pamphleteering); 
intellectual traditions 
(natural law tradition, 
ancient texts 

- text reuse: genres 
(historical works, quoting 
practices)

Movement of ideas
- concepts are crucial, but 

not directly jumping into 
this for various reasons

- Theoretical 
underpinning (historians 
+ linguists) 

- Concepts as linguistic 
objects (linguists + 
historians + CS) 

Conceptual change

- UIs, APIs, 
shiny apps
etc.

Tools for others
- ESTC; Fennica; 

Kunglica; CERL; 
ECCO text reuse (+ 
EEBO text reuse); 
Finnish Newspapers

Research data releases



Research potential of library catalogues 
has been debated for decades.





From library catalogues 
to research & reports

Research potential

 Open 
bibliographic 
data science
ecosystem

Research cases



Octavo and the Enlightenment & vernacularization in Europe



“I have observed that the Author of a Folio, in all 
Companies and Conversations, sets himself above the 
Author of a Quarto; the Author of a Quarto above 
the Author of an Octavo; and so on, by a gradual 
Descent and Subordination, to an Author in Twenty 
Fours. This Distinction is so well observed, that in 
an Assembly of the Learned, I have seen a Folio 
Writer place himself in an Elbow-Chair, when the 
Author of a Duo-decimo has, out of a just 
Deference to his superior Quality, seated himself 
upon a Squabb. In a word, Authors are usually 
ranged in Company after the same manner as their 
Works are upon a Shelf.”
– Joseph Addison, The Spectator (6 
November, 1712)
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Shakespeare was made big by small books!

Figure: Mikko Tolonen | Data: ESTC
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Page count estimation from MARC standards:
“[4],vii-xii,[4],222p.,plate” → 240 pages 



Unit tests for quality control
Original Expected

6:o 6to         

46 cm(2°)   2fo         

29-40 cm. (4°; 2°)  NA          

4°. '   4to         

2° (2 half-sheets)  2fo         

1/2°; 2°.   2fo         



Quality control / Bias detection
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Linked data science?
Authors 
Publishers
Editions 
Publication place 
Gatherings
Page count
Language 
Genre...

Data → Standardization → Validation → Integration → Analysis
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Bibliographic 
metadata
Full texts: books, 
newspapers...

R for Data Science / H. Wickham
Supporting data

(Open) bibliographic data science ecosystem

Source: Wikimedia Commons / Public domain

Transparent reporting and 
communication were part of 
academic culture since the 
early days



Interactive tools or algorithmic workflows? 

Algorithms
- Independent
- Collaborative
- Modular
- Transferable

Extendability

Sc
al

ab
ili

ty

OpenRefine
- Quick
- Easy
- Intuitive



ESTC: attempt to write a new chapter in book history

● Long tradition of analytical bibliography studying material aspects of printing and 
composition and layout – we continue this work in a responsible, computational way. 
In a sense, trying to revive quantitative book history.

● Publisher/printer information will enable a new perspective on early modern 
intellectual history due to reversing the author centric approach and start studying 
intellectual traditions through publishing networks that had a greater impact on 
what was printed than has been realized. 

● Combining ESTC and ECCO will open a new perspective to the use of both 
resources.



Case of data-driven approach to constructing and examining 
the English canon (ca. 1500-1800)

● Quantitatively constructed canon of works that were a) published most 

often, b) most frequently and c) for the longest period of time in Britain 

and North-America

● Making use of a processed version of the ESTC

● Keys to the analysis: 1) edition field information and 2) information 

extracted from imprints about publishers and printers

● analyzing the canon in terms of time, people, places, and materiality.

○ Main interest: epistemological shifts during early modern era.



Total documents, works, and canon items 
in the ESTC per year(1500-1800) 

The publishing timeline for the Full Canon. 
Canonical works have been sorted by the first 
publication year. The individual dots indicate the 
publishing year for the initial publication and all 
subsequent reprints.



Works that were 
most frequently 
printed at least 
during one decade 
between 1500 and 
1800. The point size 
indicates the number 
of reprints for each 
work (rows) during 
the given decade 
(columns).



Posthumous 
publication of top 
authors between 
1500 and 1800. 
The point size indicates 
the number of 
publications for each 
author, including reprints 
(rows), per year 
(columns). The color 
indicates publication 
before and after death, 
respectively.



Works by female 
authors in the 
data-driven canon 
per decade.



The most popular subject-topics for the ten most printed works in each decade 
from 1500 to 1800.



Share of publications by the largest publishers (top-1% 
percentile)



Fraction of publications by place for the top publication places. 
excluding London, 1500–1800. Publication landscape becomes 
more diverse over time.



The share of 
canonical editions 
(of all editions).





HPBD documents in our data
- 6,004,893 initial docs 
- 2,680,627 processed

Initially harmonized
Titles, editions

Authors / Genders
Publishers

Time & geography
Physical dimensions
Genre & language



Specific challenges (HPB)

Scalability of data analysis: 

10x more data (ESTC ~0.5M -> HPBD ~6M)

Harmonization within and across catalogues: 

47 catalogues & varying languages and notation conventions

Interpretation of historical representativeness, reliability, and relevance

Complex temporal & geographical publishing landscape



Variation in standard doc sizes across time and space
Data availability (HPB):

- Gatherings: 22.5%
- Height: 11.6%
- Width: 1.1%



HPB: current status & next steps

Done:

- Workflows implemented
- Reproducible summaries 
- Team well prepared

Todo:

- Customize 
- Speed up
- Research cases 

https://github.com/COMHIS/cerl

https://github.com/COMHIS/cerl


Helsinki Computational History Group

Thank you!
“To talk about what one is doing can sometimes help one to 
proceed; but there are other times when it seems best to get on 
with the work and to define the work by doing it.” G. Thomas 
Tanselle in Bibliography and Science.

www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/computational-history



extras



Helsinki Computational History Group & 
integrated data-driven approach to history

● “Computational history” refers to a mixed methods 
approach to study large digitized historical sources. 

● “Integrated” means that data science is combined to 
specialized subject knowledge; in the case of COMHIS, 
intellectual history and book history.

http://helsinki.fi/computational-history
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Data - what is the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC)?

● Bibliographic database
● Chronologically, its scope 

extends from the earliest 
printed work in British Isles (ca. 
1473) through the last item 
printed in 1800

● Geographically:
○ British Isles
○ North America
○ British governed 

territories
○ Items printed in English, 

any part of the world
● Held by over 2000 institutions in 

North America, the United 
Kingdom, Europe, Australia and 
New Zealand

● 483,331 documents







ESTC Digital
Online version:

● Entire catalogue is browsable at 
http://estc.bl.ac.uk

Offline version:

● Not publicly available
● One (non-standard) XML file
● 1,629,574,849 bytes
● 1,450,034 lines
● Data entries are discrete/not 

harmonized

    
 

  



Paper consumption according to book formats in Kungliga and Fennica

MT







Jacob Tonson’s (the 
younger) edition of King 
Lear in 1734. R. Walker is 
a competing publisher. 
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A quantitative study of history in the English short-title catalogue (ESTC)

Leo Lahti, Niko Ilomäki, Mikko Tolonen 

LIBER Quarterly 25(2), 2015

Scaling

Combining catalogues, harmonizing formats; language differences..

Automation

Optimizing analysis algorithms (speed, accuracy, generalizability.)

Extensions

Support full-text analyses 45/ 



Interlinked data harmonization
Editions (Ali Ijaz)

Authors (Mark Hill)

Publishers (Ville Vaara)

Places (Iiro Tiihonen)

Document formats
Page counts
Languages 
Genres...

Data → Standardization → Validation → Integration → Analysis
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Example of bias that is particular to data:
The 5-year theory with respect to ESTC catalogue



Automated summaries for the unified data
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The rise of Octavo: paper consumption
SNB



Title count share for books in Latin (primary language)
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Share of large books declined in the eighteenth century



Printing activity: quantitative indicators
- Title count (number of unique titles)
- Print area (width x height x title count)
- Paper (width x height x page count x title count x print run)
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ESTC as historical network data 
● The current outputs result in a network of 72,066 nodes connected by 

328,996 edges.
● Split into overlapping subsets which only contain actors active or living during 

a given period.
● Good

○ Actual historical records, not curated data.
○ Geographically centralized in London.
○ Hand-operated printing press required individual actors and relationships.

● Bad
○ Not historically comprehensive: records “obviously include only surviving and recorded 

publications, and also fail to identify publications in which the bookseller had shares (if indeed 
given on the original imprint)...” (Raven 2007: 406-407).



William Shakespeare’s posthumous ego networks
Ego networks 
weighted by number 
of connections.

Red nodes are  
historically noted 
publishers.



Publishing and 
reprint patterns 
by publisher role 
in the printing 
sequence.



Publisher subject topic specialization and canon share. 



Actors (authors and booktrade)

 



Authors and Actor Fields (100, 110, 700, 710)

● Cleaned up and standardized unicode.
● Created individual actor records per document.
● Assigned roles when known.
● Harmonized by string matching (when appropriate) and with Virtual 

International Authority File (VIAF)
○ Problems: VIAF often has duplicate records; single records are 

clearly for multiple individuals, IDs change.





(CU-RivES)T173568
(CU-RivES)T173608
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LDR      cam a2200469   4500

001 006196908

003 Uk-ES

005 20130916220616.0

008 900830s1589    enk||||       00| ||eng c

009 S722

035 |a (CU-RivES)S722

040 |a CU-RivES |c CU-RivES |d CStRLIN |d Uk-ES |e dcrb

1001 |a Bigges, Walter, |d -1586.

24512 |a A summarie and true discourse of Sir Frances Drakes VVest Indian voyage. |b 
VVherein were taken, the townes of Saint Iago, Sancto Domingo, Cartagena & Saint 
Augustine.

2463 |a Summarie and true discourse of Sir Frances Drakes West Indian voyage

2463 |a Sir Frances Drakes VVest Indian voyage

2463 |a Sir Frances Drakes West Indian voyage

260 |a Imprinted at London : |b By Richard Field, dwelling in the Blacke-Friars by Ludgate, |c 
1589.

300 |a [4], 52 p. ; |c 4⁰.

500 |a "Begun by Captaine Bigges ... the same being afterwardes finished (as I thinke) by 
his lieutenant Maister Croftes, or some other, I knowe not well who"--A2r.

500 |a Editor's dedication signed: Thomas Cates.

500 |a Running title reads: Sir Frances Drakes VVest Indian voyage.

500 |a Signatures: A² B-G⁴ H².

500 |a Another state (STC 3056.5) has three additional lines in the title and a line of errata 
on the last page.

500 |a Often bound with maps, which were evidently sold separately. Those with letterpress 
English captions are separately listed as STC 3171.6, which see for information on states 
and combinations.

500 |a Stationers' Register: Entered to W. Ponsonby 26 November 1588.

509 |a Signatures from DFo.

5104 |a STC (2nd ed.), |c 3056

5104 |a Luborsky & Ingram. Engl. illustrated books, 1536-1603, |c 3056

533 |a Microfilm. |b Ann Arbor, Mich. |c University Microfilms International, |d 1983. 1 
microfilm reel ; 35 mm. |f (Early English books, 1475-1640; 1772:10).

60010 |a Drake, Francis, |c Sir, |d 1540?-1596.

648 7 |a 1473-1640 |2 local

650 0 |a Explorers |z England |v Biography |v Early works to 1800.

650 0 |a West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586 |v Early works to 1800.

651 0 |a America |x Discovery and exploration |x English |v Early works to 1800.

7001 |a Croftes, |c Lieutenant.

7001 |a Gates, Thomas, |c Sir, |d -1621, |e ed.

752 |a Great Britain |b England |d London.

852 |a bL |b British Library |e London, England, U.K. |j [Shelfmark not available] |x C> |q 
imp., e [CM] |r 1116038

852 |a nDFo |b Folger Shakespeare |e Washington, District of Columbia |j STC 3056 |x V> |q 
HH27/14. Stained, t.p. torn and mended, affecting imprint. Bernard Quaritch pencilled 
note. |p bookplate of Gloddaeth library; small label: Edwd. Parry ...; signature of 
Persivall Golding; Baron Mostyn - Harmsworth copy |r 1116040

852 |a bGu |b Glasgow University Library |e Glasgow, Scotland |j [Shelfmark not available] 
|x C> |q [CM] |r 1116037

852 |a nCSmH |b Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery |e San Marino, California |j 
18731 |x P> |q Binding signed by F. Bedford. +Port. and 4 plates with Latin and French 
engraved captions |p bookplates of Marshall Clifford Lefferts and E.D. Church |r 1116036

852 |a nMHi |b Massachusetts Historical Society |e Boston, Massachusetts |j [Shelfmark not 
available] |x C> |q [CM] |r 1116041

852 |a nNN |b New York Public Library |e New York, New York |j [Shelfmark not available] |x 
C> |q b [CM] |r 1116042

852 |a bO |b Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's 
Church, Marlborough) |e Oxford, England |j Antiq.e.E.1589.5 |x V> |r 1116039

852 |a nDLC |b United States, Library of Congress |e Washington, District of Columbia, 
United States. |j E129.D7 B5 1589 |x W> |q L.C. copy cropped; lacks headers and page 
numbers. Hans and Hanni Kraus Sir Francis Drake Collection (Library of Congress) |r 
3869575

852 |a nViU |b University of Virginia |e Charlottesville, Virginia |j McGreg A 1589 .B53 |x V> 
|q Lacks all 4 folding maps described in Church 307. |p Bound in full burgundy crushed 
levant morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. |r 1116043

SYS 006196908



End results: tables of distinct booktrade actors & links between printed objects



Researching publishing in the 18th century
● Previous attempts at quantifying publishing have been painstakingly done by 

hand.
○ -> take one limited geographic region and time, and start counting
○ -> labour intensive, methods difficult to reapply to create comparative results

● Catalogues have been utilized
○ but only really in their raw format

Raven: Bookscape (2014)



publisher harmonization workflow



Step 1: NER
● = Named Entity Recognition (Stanford Parser)
● Machine learning based method

○ Needs teaching for the language processing algorithm  material (similar to earlier exercise)

● Testing, evaluation, retraining, ...

by Christopher Barkar dwelling in Powles 
Churchyeard at the signe of the Tygres head,

PER --- Christopher Barkar

LOC --- Powles Churchyeard

LOC --- signe of the Tygres head



Step 2: Name variant unification
● Correct and enrich names

○ Iohn becomes John; VVoodcocke becomes Woodcock

● Using town, address, matching initials and name, name combinations, years 
of activity, etc, harmonized and expand on existing named entities.

○ I.e., initials to full names: I. Newbury becomes John Newbery



Step 3: Pairing and grouping
● External databases (BBTI, VIAF)
● Name variations (fuzzy name matching)

○ eg.: J. Walley; John Walley; Iohn Walley; Iohn VValley; Jhon Walley

● Internal duplicates in ESTC
○ Same actor in multiple fields



Step 4: Finished data, evaluation, manual correction
● Automated step finished
● Still not perfect though, so the important data points need to be hand checked 

and corrected
● This kind of stuff never perfect, so a threshold of accuracy needs to be 

decided on



Validation: page count (ECCO vs. ESTC)
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Timeline of Shakespeare’s publications included in canon. The point size indicates the share 
of the publisher with most prints of the indicated work (rows) per decade (columns).



Actor numbers and role counts

● Unique actors (all): 144,399
● Links: 1,107,777

*primary role == role most commonly associated with the actor. “unknown” only if no other roles found.











Why does this metadata harmonization 
matter?



Combining harmonized metadata information in research

- “Data-Driven Canon” looking at top c. 1000 works published in 1470-1800 
based on longevity and publishing frequency

- Crucial to have the actor information & workfield information so we are also 
able to study publishing

- We have also implemented a hand-curated genre identification to the DD 
canon based on Dewey classification

- Our Dewey classification has been further extrapolated based on matches in 
the existing subject_topics information in ESTC
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